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One of the modelsproposedfor mantle convectionis a counterflowin the asthenosphereto
balance the motion of the lithospheric plates. An analysis of this hypothesishas been made,
using a model in which the variables depend only on depth. Velocity and temperature profiles
are coupledby a temperature- and depth-dependentviscosity. The velocity of the crustal plate
and the actual viscosity function are the only inputs to the model. Pressure must increase
with distance from the ridge for there to be a return flow at depth and no net mass flow
across a vertical section. Horizontal pressure gradients between about 0.1 and 1.0.b/km and
shear stressesat the crustal plate between 0.1 and 0.4 kb have been obtained for wide variations in the plate velocity and the viscosity function. However, for these same examples,the
surface heat flux is remarkably insensitive to parameter variations; it is between about 0.2 and
0.3 •cal/cm • sec. Heating by viscous dissipation provides a self-lubricating mechanism. The
higher the plate speed,the lower is the drag on the plate.

It is generallyacceptedthat some type of zontal pressuregradient, and the shear stress
thermal convection is the driving mechanism on the lithosphere
will be determined.
The presfor plate tectonics.The lithosphericplates that sure gradient will be interpreted in terms of
descend into the mantle

at oceanic trenches are

cold and dense. The resulting gravitational
body force tends to drive the plate down into
the mantle.

This movement

is a form of ther-

mal convection.Elsasset[1971] has arguedthat
this body force is entirely responsiblefor the
motion of the surfaceplates. Sincemassmust
be conserved,a return flow must be associated
with the plate motion. Lliboutry [1969] and
Jacoby [1970] arguethat this return flow takes
place in the asthenosphereat depths between
100 and 300 km. This model is illustrated

in

Figure 1.
If this model is correct, the flow far from
ridges and trenchesmust be nearly horizontal,

and a one-dimensional
calculationfor the velocity and temperature in the asthenospherecan
be made. Heating by viscousdissipationis includedsinceit providesa self-lubricatingmechanism; viscousheating increasesthe temperature, which in turn decreases
the viscosity.The
heat flux due to viscousdissipation,the horiCopyright ¸
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surface elevation and gravitational anomaly.
No attempt is made here to consider the

mechanismresponsiblefor sea-floorspreading;
rather, we assume the velocity of sea-floor
spreadingto be given and study the resultant
motion at depth.
In the analysisdiffusioncreep is assumedto
be the deformationmechanismIGordon, 1965;
Turcotte and Oxburgh, 1969]. This mechanism
leads to a temperature-and depth-dependent
Newionian viscosity,which has a strongminimum in the asthenosphereand is consistent
with the above model. An alternative model and
deformation mechanism will be discussed in a
later section.

MODEL

We take y to be increasingwith depth. At
y -- 0 the velocity of spreadingUoin the -{-x
direction is assumedconstant. The velocity
u(y) is consideredto be horizontal and in the
x direction.Thus, the variation of pressurep
with depth is hydrostatic;i.e.,
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Conservation of mass requires that the net

LITHOSPHERE

mass flow across a vertical section be zero. Thus

0 Fig. 1. Model of shallow-mantle convection.
Conservation of mass is satisfied by a counterflow in the asthenosphereat depths between 100
and 300 km. The return flow is driven by a
hydrostatic pressure that increases with distance
from the ridge. This pressuregradient is reflected
as an increase in ocean-floor elevation away from
the ridge.

Op/Oy- pg

(1)

where p is the density and g is the acceleration
of gravity. A horizontalpressuregradientmust
balancethe viscousretarding force of the shear
flow. This balanceis expressedby the horizontal
momentum equation

=o

to obtain

-- lz- --to+•xxy

(3)

where ro the magnitude of the surface shear
stress equals --/• (du/dy) •=o.Since the rigid
lithosphericplate will tend to drag the material
below it, clearly (du/dy) •=omust be negative
and ro must be positive.
Integrating (3), we find

- (
u-- Uo+
fo'l

+

Opy,) (4)

which, if the motion is to vanish far from the
surface,leadsto the constraint

- -to + Opy,)
dy' (5)
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The additionalconstraintimposedby (6) allows
us to concludethat Op/Oxmust be positive; i.e.,
pressuremust increasewith distance from the
ridge. This conclusionfollows from the fact
that, if Op/Oxwere negative,u wouldbe everywhere positive (note equation4)and (6) could
not be satisfied.

Since viscosityis a function of temperature
T and pressure,• is in turn a function of
depth, and the velocity distributionu(y) cannot be found from (4) without first determining
T(y). The temperature distribution can be
ascertainedfrom the one-dimensionalapproximation to the energyequation,which expresses
the balance

where /z is the dynamic viscosity.The plate
drags the flow in the +x direction, while the
pressuregradient drives the counterflowin the
--x direction.The force on the plate may be a
tensiondue to the body force on the descending
part of the plate, or it may be a compression
due to gravitational sliding on the ridge flank.
In keeping with our one-dimensionalapproximation, we take the horizontalpressuregradient to be constant.We can thus integrate (2)

dy

u dy --

between

thermal

conduction

and

viscousdissipationas

+

-- dy

y / nu--tonu•xy •yy (7)

where k is the thermal conductivity. Since the
layer of flow is thin, it is appropriateto neglect
heat productionby radioactiveelementswithin
the layer. We can relate surface shear stress,
surface heat flux qo (since we are interested in
the heat flux out of the upper surfaceand the
direction of positive y points into the surface,
we define qoas +k (dT/dy,,=o),and velocity of
spreadingby integrating (7):
dT

0 -- k•yy- qo- to(u--uo)
Op
In addition to requiring that u -• 0 as y --) •o,
we also assumethat yu --) 0 and k dT/dy --) 0
as y --) •o. Thus, by letting y --) •o in (8), we
find

qo = Uo-o
The heat flux generatedby viscousdissipation
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and po is the pressureat y -- 0. Combining
(11), (12), and (14), we obtain

is equal to the product of the velocity of the
surfaceplate and the shearstresson the plate.
METHOD OF SOLITrION

op
y)

The determination of the temperature and
velocityprofilesis facilitatedby the introduction
of the integralof the massflow througha verti-

ß exp

ß

Y)q-•
•xx
--ro+
O•Y)q-•
•xx
XdU(
ßII
a To kdy

cal section U, where

To--•dy'--to+

20p

Thus, the velocity is d•U/df

and (3) becomes

(16)

dsU --rod-!•(Op/Ox)
y (11)

with the boundaryconditions

dya -

We assume that the thermal conductivity is
constant (constant thermal conductivity has
been shownto be a goodapproximationto the

dU

d2U

- 0

U- dy

dy2-

Uo

at y = 0 (17)

and

upper mantle [Fukao et al., 1968]) and integrate (8) to obtain

dU

dy

d2U

dye.
--•0

asy--••o (18)

The initial conditions(17) are sufficientto integrate the third-order differentialequation (16).
The unknownsin the problem, ro and
20p
are determined from the required behavior of
(12)
+iv
U as y --• oo (conditions18).
The solution of this nonlinear problem must
where To is the temperature at y -- 0.
Given the viscosity function ju(T, p), we be determinednumerically; thus it is difficult
canobtaina singleordinarydifferentialequation to imposeconditions18 at y -- oo.Insteadwe
for U from (1), (11), and (12). We consider require dU/dy and •U/dy • to be zero at some
here the classof viscosityfunctionsfor which finite depth y -- L. The sensitivityof the sodiffusioncreep is the deformationmechanism lution to the choice of L can be assessed a
posterJori.It is convenientto introducethe
[Herring, 1950]:
dimensionlessquantities

T-- To--•ida(
dy

KTRc*'
(E*+
pV*) (13) rt =
t•= 10Do
Vaexp
KT
where K is Boltzmann's constant, Ro is the
radiusof the crystals,Do is a referencediffusion

coefficient,V, is the atomic volume,E* is an
activation energy, and V* is an activation

y/L

V = U/uoL• {to) = rouoL/kTo

Op- Ox
Op
uoL
• (/Zo}
= auø•
e
kTo
('•xx)
(1O)
The dimensionless
form of the problem becomes

volume.

With the aid of (1), we can write (13) in
the form

•z = aT exp [(c + by)/T]

(•4)

where

a

•

KR,•
10DoVa
C

--

dr/a--

r/ exp•o

I,-(-(,-o)+(Op)

b- pgV*
K

E* q- PoV*
K

(15)

+ (O/xx),)1-'

O(,•x
)
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dV
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The input parameters(/•o),c/To, and bL/c

/.,//.,•-

T/To
-,

dependon the choiceof Uo,L, and the parameters in the viscosityfunction. The dimensionless shear stress (•o) and pressure gradient
I0-6
I0-õ
I0-4
I0'$
O'a
I0-I
I
I0
I0•
(Op/c•x)are determinedin an iterative manner
Fig.
2.
The
dimensionless
velocity
u/uo,
the
by integrating(20) from V -- 0 and usinga
Newton-Raphsonprocedurefor satisfyingcon- dimensionlesstemperature (T/To) -- 1, and the
dimensionlessviscosity•/•o as a function of depth.
ditions22 at V -- 1.
The parameter values are L ---- 600 km, uo ---- 1
cm/year, p = 3.3 g/cm3, k = 7 X 10•3 cal/cm
I)ISC•SSSION or RES•SLTS
I

I

I

N

sec øK, E* = 4.5 ev, Va = 10 A3, V* = 25 A•,

Aside from the choiceof the velocity of sea-

Do -- 20 cm¾sec,and R• -- 0.2 cm. The counter-

flow occurs predominantly in the depth range
floor spreadingUoand the depth to which our where
the viscosity is minimum.
numericalintegrationextendsL, we mustspecify
the parameters
of the viscosityfunction.Gordon

[1965] has studied the values of these param-

-- I cm/year, p3.3 g/cm", k7 X 10-"
cal/cm
sec
øK,
E
*
-4.5
ev,
V•
-10
A", V*
estimates of error are E • -- 5.5 ev (3-6), V •
=
25
A
•,
Do
20
cm•/sec,
and
R•
-0.2
cm.
-- Va- 10 A3 (5-20), Do- 5 cm2/sec(1-10),
Aside
from
the
value
of
V
•,
which
they
took
to
and Rc -- 0.05 cm. Magnitsky [1967] has given
values of the activation energy for several be 15 A•, Turcotte and Oxburgh [1969] chose
these values of the crystalline properties in
minerals' E • -- 5.6 ev for olivine, 5.2 ev for
enstatite, and 6.1 ev for diopside.Magnitsky their investigationof the effects of variable
takes Do as equal to 300 cm'/sec. One of the physical propertieson mantle convection.For
most uncertain parameters is the crystalline the case shown in Figure 2 the viscosity decreasesrapidly with depth and attains a miniradius R c. Orowan [1967] has assumedthat
individual mantle crystals may be very large mum value 5 orders smaller than •o (/•o -(evenkilometerscale),whereasthe crystalsizes 2.6 X 10• poise) at a depth of 270 km. The
in xenolithsbelieved to be of mantle origin are velocity remains substantially at its surface
no larger than about 1 cm. Becauseof the ex- value down to depths of about 150 km as
result of the large viscosities
in this region.The

etersappropriateto the mantle.I-Itsvaluesand

ponentialdependence
of viscosityon the reciprocal temperature, the uncertaintiesin these
parameterslead to viscositiesthat may differ
by many ordersof magnitudeat depth. Thus,
in the following,we will explorethe resultsof
wide variations in the viscosityfunction parameters.

To illustrate the numerical results obtained,

we show in Figure 2 the dependenceof the
dimensionlessvelocity U/Uo -- d•V/dv•, the
dimensionlesstemperature

T/To -- 1

=-

-

+ v

velocityfalls rapidlyto zeroas the viscosity
decreaseswith further increasein depth. The
region of reverseflow is seen to coincide
proximately with the depth range, where the
viscosity values are minimum. Values of the
surfaceshear stressand horizontal pressuregradient for the parametersof Figure 2 are 0.35 kb
and 1.1 b/kin, respectively.The corresponding
surfaceheat flux is 0.26 gcal/cm• sec.At depths
lessthan a few tens of kilometers,the viscosity
is so large that it is essentiallyinfinite for com-

putationalpurposes.Thus, in the calculations
leadingto Figure 2 and in the other examples
to be discussed,
y -- 0 has been assumedto

correspondto the depth where the temperature
and the dimensionless
viscosityt•//•o (t•ois the is sufficientlyhigh for the viscosityto be not
large.The temperatureTo hasbeen
viscosityat y -- 0) on r/ for L -- 600 km, Uo excessively
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taken to be 846øC [Turcotte and Oxburgh,

TABLE

1.
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Summary of Computational

Results

1969].
:Results of other

numerical

calculations

are

To,
kb

Parameter

summarized in Table 1. Values of any parameters not explicitly given in Table 1 are those

usedin the computationsof Figure 1. SinceE*
and V* appearin the exponentialdependence
of
the viscosity, the values chosen represent a
changeof several orders of magnitudein the
viscosity.The activation energyE* affectsthe
temperature dependence,and the activation
volume V* affectsthe depth dependence.The
heat flux due to viscousdissipation,the pressure
gradient,and the shearstresson the lithosphere

ap/ax,
b/km

E * = 4.5

V* = 15 A 3
V* = 20 A 3
V• = 25 A 3

4.5 ev
4.75 ev
S.0 ev

qo,
vcal/cm 2 sec

ev

0.24
0.29
0.35

0.60
0.80
1.10

0.18
0.22
0.26

/•
0.35
0.36
0.37

= 25 A 5
1.10
1.0
0.94

0.260
0.265
0.270

V• = 15 AB, E* = 4.5 ev
u0 = 1 cm/year
u 0 = 2 cm/year
u 0 = 4 cm/year

0.24
0.15
0.07

0.60
0.51
0.16

0.18
0.19
0.21

are shown for each case. Over the wide range

of conditionsconsidered,
the heat flux generated
by viscousdissipationremainsalmost constant. an approximate variafional method. For the
western Pacific, Lliboutry takes Uo ---- 7.2 cm/
HEAT FLOW
year and obtains7o -- 8.6 bars; from (23), we
find 7o• 44 bars. For South America, Lliboutry
Our numerical calculations indicate that the
flow is self-adjusting;thus the heat flux gen- takes Uo = 0.4 cm/year and obtains 7o = 0.48
erated by viscous dissipation qo is nearly a bar; from (23), we find 7o• 790 bars. Llibouconstantwith a value of 0.24 (__20%) /•cal/cm•' try used constantviscosityand found that the
sec for the range of parametersinvestigated shear stresswas proportionalto the velocity.
here. This heat flux is into the lithosphere, Accordingto the results given here, this prowhich is actually the thermal boundary layer
that developsin the surfaceplate as it moves

away from the oceanicridge [Turcotte and
Oxburgh, 1969]. It is appropriateto add qoto
the heat flux from the boundary layer to determine the heat flux to the ocean floor. This

cedure leads to serious errors.

PRESSURE GRADIENT

A positive pressuregradient is requiredto
providethe counterflowat depth.This pressure
gradient will be reflected as an increasein

step couldhelp to explainthe discrepancy
be- elevation of the ocean floor in the direction of
tween the predictionsof the boundary-layer flow. The hydrostatichead associatedwith the
theory and the measurementsthat show a elevatedtopographyprovidesthe pressuregranearly uniformsurfaceheat flux of 1 •cal/cm• dient. This processis in essencenegativegravitational sliding.

secaway from oceanicridges.

The pressuregradient is related to the in-

SHEAR STRESS

creasein elevation by

The frictional heating being nearly constant,

it followsfrom (9) that the shearstresson the
surfaceplate is inverselyproportionalto the
velocityof the plate and is givenby

Zo•

10/Uo

(23)

dp/dx - pg dh/dx

(24)

If dp/dx -- 10-• b/km, then dh/dx - 5 X 10-'
or • km per 1000 km. Acrossthe Pacific,this
increase in elevation would amount to 5 km;

the Pacific adjacent to the East Pacific rise
would be 5 km deeper than the Pacific at the
dynes per squarecentimeter.The faster the Japanesetrench.However,there is no evidence
lithosphere
moves,the lessthe resistance
to the that this increasein elevation occurs; in fact,
motion. Viscous dissipationprovides • self- the evidenceis that the Pacific deepensaway
lubricatingmechanism,
whichis more effective from the ridge and toward the trench.
The positive pressure gradient would also
for highervelocities.
These values of shearstresscan be compared causea positivegravity anomaly as one moves
with those obtainedby Lliboutry [1969], using away from a ridge flank. For an elevation of

with Uo in centimetersper secondand 7o in
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topographyof 4 km the gravity anomalywould
be 2000 mgal. This value is more than an order
of magnitudelarger than observedgravitational

TugcoT•E

Schubertand Turcotte [1971] have shownthat
at least the 400-km phasechangeis expectedto
enhance convection.

Gordon [1965] and 'Turcotte and Oxburgh
[1969] have shownthat with diffusioncreepas
CoNcLusioNs
the deformationmechanismone can expectthe
The one-dimensional
calculationspredict that viscosityof the mantle to increaserapidly with
elevation should increase as one moves away
depth. The decreasein the diffusioncoefficient
from a ridge toward a trench and that a large with increasingpressuredominatesover the inpositive gravitational anomaly should appear. crease with temperature. However, Weertman
Sinceneither conditionis observed,we conclude [1970] has arguedthat dislocationmotion is the

anomalies.

that

the counterflow

is not restricted

to the

dominant deformation mechanism in the mantle

asthenosphere.
To explainthe observation,
it is and shown that the increasein the equivalent
necessarythat the return flow take place at viscositywith depth is much lesswith this deconsiderablygreater depth, possiblybelow 700 formationmechanism.The critical parameterin
km, and that the mantlebeneaththe lithosphere determiningwhichdeformationmechanismdomiconveer in the same direction as the movement
nates is the mean crystal size in the mantle. If
of the lithosphere.This model is illustratedin the mean crystalsize is 0.1 cm, dislocationglide
will dominate at stressesgreater than about 10
Figure 3.
Runcorn [1962a, b], Girdler [1963], and bars; if the mean crystalsizeis I cm, dislocation
others have favored convectionthroughout the glidewill dominateat stresses
greaterthan I bar.
entire mantle. This view was questionedon the
We concludethat the hypothesisof a return
basis of the calculations of Munk and Macflow in the asthenosphere
is not valid and that
Donald [1960], who requireda viscosityof 1035 significantmantle convectionoccursthroughout
poisesfor the deepmantleto explainthe earth's the upper mantle and possiblythroughoutthe
excessequatorial bulge as a fossil bulge left entire mantle. It is likely that the dominant
over from the time when the earth was rotating deformation mechanismis dislocationglide.
more rapidly. However,Dicke [1969] has considered the relaxation time for a second-order
harmonic distortion of the earth and has con-

cludedthat the viscosityof the lower mantle is
near 10• poises.Goldreichand Toornre [1969]
have questionedMunk and MacDonald's explanation of the excessequatorial bulge and
have argued that the viscosity of the lower
mantle is in the range 10'ø•-10
ø"poisesto explain
polar wandering.Also, Knopo# [1964] argued
that convectionwould not penetrate the phase
changesthat are known to take place in the
mantle near depths of 400, 700, and possibly
1000 km. However,Schubertet al. [1970] and
LITHOSPHERE
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